Abstract-Automated assessment of affect and arousal level can help psychologists and psychiatrists in clinical diagnoses; and may enable affect-aware robot-human interaction. This work identifies major difficulties in automating affect and arousal assessment and attempts to overcome some of them. We first analyze thermal infrared images and examine how changes in affect and/or arousal level would cause haemodynamic variations, concentrated along certain facial muscles. These concentrations are used to measure affect/ arousal induced facial thermal variations. In step-1 of a 2-step pattern recognition schema, 'between-affect' and 'between-arousal-level' variations are used to derive facial thermal features as Principal Components (PCs) of the facial thermal measurements. The most influential of these PCs are used to cluster the feature space for different affects and subsequently assign a set of thermal features to an affect cluster. In step-2, affect clusters are partitioned into high, medium and mild arousal levels. The distance between a test face vector and the centroids of sub-clusters at three arousal levels belonging to a single affective state, identified from step-1, is used to determine the arousal level of the identified affective state.
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MOTIVATION
A N affective state is regarded as a temporal, multicomponent, transient and reactive response pattern to a particular stimulus, event or situation. An affect is therefore viewed as an outcome that is dependent on an external stimulus or situation [1] , [2] . Visual-sign-based facial expression recognition systems such as FACS (Facial Action Coding System) [3] and MAX (maximally discriminative facial movement coding system) [29] are entrenched in this view. Studies suggest that affect elicitation stimuli produce changes in heart rate; blood pressure; pupil dilation; flow of blood to body muscles; respiration; and release of epinephrine and norepinephrine from the adrenal medulla through sympathetic activation [4] , [5] , [6] . Concurring with the relevant literature, automated affect and arousal assessment systems posit that measurements of cognitive, biophysiological, neurological, facial or bodily response signals would allow assessing affect and associated arousal level [7] .
Though significant progress has been made toward building automated facial expression and affective-state recognition systems, little progress is made toward automating the dynamic assessment of affect-arousal. Recently, efforts were made to use visual, psychophysiological and neural signals for dynamic affect and arousal assessment. These efforts aim to facilitate affect-aware psychiatric diagnosis and intervention; psychological assessment; forensic investigation; and human-robot interaction [8, 9, 10, 88] . Affective science literature identifies problems hindering the development of dynamic affect arousal assessment tools. Some of these problems, discussed in Section 2, are addressed in this work.
PROBLEMS IN AFFECT-AROUSAL ASSESSMENT
1. For reliable assessment of affect/associated affectarousal, the subject shouldn't get an opportunity to simulate/ dissimulate the affective experience [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] . This is difficult for participants of "designed" experiments. When people are aware that an affect/ arousal level is being elicited or assessed, they naturally tend to simulation or dissimulation: so there are 'experimenter effects'. There are also noise effects: inter and intra personal differences in humans' (affective) response patterns are sensitive to experimental conditions such as laboratory set up and the fact that emotions cannot be produced de novo but show hysteresis depending on past experiences of similar stimuli and the time evolution of present experience [18] . 2. Stimuli need to be compliant with the strict ethical frameworks enforced by the relevant professional and governmental organizations [15] , [16] , [17] . Such compliance related constraints may prohibit eliciting the desired directions and intensities of affective experiences and may limit assessment of affect-arousal level. 3. Connection between a stimulus and human temporal factors like affect latency, rise time, affect magnitude and affect duration is difficult to model. Incorporating such interactions would add to the design-complexities of affect-arousal level assessment systems [18] . 4 . Separating intrinsic and extrinsic elements of affective state assessment is not easy. Distinguishing intrinsic from extrinsic factors requires multi-dimensional analysis of human factors and stimulus characteristics. Particularly, unexpected variations and temporal transformations caused by factors such as pose change, intrapersonal movement of facial muscles, shade and illumination conditions are all difficult to model as statistical noise. Hence, intrinsic and extrinsic elements aren't usually separated while designing the affect/ arousal assessment tools. Implementing an affect-arousal assessment tool would require eliciting pre-defined levels of affective experiences. One or more stimuli such as: hypnosis, story-telling, imagined scenes and situations, paintings, illustrations, images (surreal), photographs (real), video clips, music clips, medicine, drugs, odors, sound effects, narratives, self-statements, facial expressions, gestures, body movements, head movements, and various forms of social interaction must be used for affect elicitation [18] , [19] . Affective science literature suggests that it is difficult to assess how and when a stimulus can produce the desired intensity of affective experience [18] , [20] , [21] , [22] , [23] , [24] , [25] , [26] .
Many attempts have been made for establishing a set of measurable, universally applicable, repeatable and useful parameters for dynamically assessing affect and arousal level. We exploit the fact that facial muscle movements and their associated biophysiological cues can help in determining affect and arousal level and attempt to use ethically sound, remotely acquired, non-visual (thermal) data for the task. The aim is to overcome the affect and arousal level assessment related problems, reported above.
AUTOMATED ASSESSMENT OF AFFECT/ AROUSAL LEVEL
Since the publication of Charles Darwin's seminal work [85] , facial muscle movement patterns are considered corollary to common affective states. Systems of coding facial motion and deformations into affective states are discussed in [3] , [29] , [32] , [33] . Of these, FACS, a sign-based system for coding facial motion and deformation in affect classes [3] in widely used. Despite the popularity of facial coding systems, their use in arousal level assessment is not common. Rather, retrospectively self-reported descriptions of affective experiences are frequently used in assessing affect arousal levels [27] . Use of cognitive somatic, visceral and bodily response signals in affect and affect arousal level assessment is also evident now. Contact-based physiological measurements like electrodermal or psychogalvanic activity, cardiovascular activity and brain signals are also used for the purpose. Recent works also attempted to relate biophysiological signals to with emotive experiences [28] , [30] , [31] , [34] , [35] , [36] .
Facial musculo-electrical measurements were employed for real time assessment of emotional experiences [89] . Higher correlations (r > 0.9) between participants' self-reported emotive ratings and machine-measured estimates of musculoelectrical activities were observed [89] . In [31] , brain signals were employed for affect and arousal level assessment.
Relation between cardiovascular response and facial skin temperature measurements was studied to suggest a relationship between respiratory responses and variation in facial skin temperature [38] .
A growing interest in using non-contact facial skin temperature measurements for affect and arousal assessment is evident in the literature. In [39] , stress-induced neurophysiological responses, measured on the perinasal area of the face (manifested as a momentary perspiration pattern), were used for remotely quantifying human stress levels. In [41] , stresscaused blood volume flow variations were measured along the orbital muscles to detect deceit. The binary-classifier used facial thermal features to distinguish non-deceptive from deceptive subjects [41] . In [42] , young female subjects, presented with stressful incentives, experienced significant temperature changes on hand and facial skin. Skin temperature variations have also been used for identifying levels of stress, pain, anxiety and affect in [17] , [37] , [38] , [39] , [43] , [44] , [45] , [46] , [47] , [48] , [49] . In [44] a system was developed for non-contact measurement of computer users' affective state using facial thermal variations. The employed algorithmic approach was similar to the one used in [43] . In [46] infrared imaging of facial thermal features was used for detecting transitions of emotional states. In [47] a combination of visual images, thermal features and audio signals were used to classify affective states. A set of optimal principal components (PCs) (derived from the thermal variation measurements observed along the facial muscles) was used to classify neutral, happy, sad, angry, pleasantly surprised and horrified facial expressions [48] , [49] , [50] , [51] , [52] . In [54] affect arousal level was evaluated using facial skin temperature variations around the nasal region. The relationships between the arousal levels and the observed facial skin temperatures were used to establish an index of sympathetic nervous system activity [54] .
In another investigation, thermal patterns concomitant to specific facial action units, proposed in [60] , were investigated. A spatial pattern approach (based on PC analytic decomposition of the thermal signals) was employed. The thermal fluctuations were found to be specific to the activated AUs and were sensitive to the kinetics and intensities of AU production [87] .
In [97] , thermal imaging based facial expression classifier was found to be more effective than visual images based classifier. The classifier could also overcome illumination and skin complexions related problems [97] . Temporal, spatial and spatio-temporal response factors were extracted from the facial thermal infrared images in [55] for binary classification of six affective states and self-reported affect arousal levels. The authors used images from International Affective Pictures System (IAPS) database [56] as visual stimuli for eliciting affective states and affect-arousal levels. Using the interpersonal (known as circumplex) model in which conclusions about the affective states depend on the degree of arousal and valance, a pattern classification scheme was implemented [55] . The training and classification features were selected using a genetic algorithm, and the selected features were classified through linear discriminants (LDs) of the feature space [55] .
It's beyond the scope of this paper to cite and review all relevant works but the cited literature suggests that visual, biophysiological and neural signals can be used for affect and arousal level appraisal.
Following the previous works we propose a novel facialthermal-feature-supported classification approach for dynamic of assessment affect and arousal level. Section 4 describes our experimental design including equipment details, elicitation procedure, and imaging protocols. The employed computational approach is presented in Section 5. In section 6, we demonstrate how facial thermal features change under the influence of affective state and arousal level. Section 7 reports the classification results. Section 8 concludes this work, highlights its significance and proposes directions for future work.
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
Participants
Thermal infrared images showing participants' evoked facial expressions of affective states were acquired under controlled conditions. Thermal images of twelve male and seven female students (mean self-reported age of 20 years 3 months) were recorded and analyzed. Participants included Africans, Caucasians, Arabs, Iranians, Indians and Pakistanis.
Eliciting Involuntary Affects
A set of carefully selected stimuli (containing still images and video clips) was used for evoking expressions of happiness, and sadness in this investigation. In order to maintain the authenticity of the stimuli, their contents were aligned with the contents of the pre-categorized IAPS images [56] . The selected stimuli were taken from reputed publishers like BBC, MSNBC, and CNN. Any violent, unethical or extremely disturbing images were avoided. The image and video clip contents were no more extreme or excessive than those of the productions usually shown on the mainstream television. The employed images and video clips were capable of producing low to high affect intensities.
Equipment and Experimental Design
In order to develop a database of visible-spectrum and thermal facial expression images a commercial quality high-resolution video camera and an uncooled-microbolometer (FPA detector-mounted) thermal infrared camera were used [45] , [46] , [47] , [48] , [49] , [50] . The employed thermal infrared camera has a high thermal sensitivity (0.07 C at 30 C) and has thermal accuracy of AE 2 C in the infrared wavelength range of 7.50-14.00 mm. The camera had a pixel resolution of 320 Â 240. A low emissivity (e ¼ 0.54) concrete wall background was used to ensure emissivity contrast, better image segmentation and effective separation of background from the desired regions of the thermal images [57] , [58] .
Through air-conditioning, the internal room temperature was maintained between [19] [20] [21] [22] C during the image acquisition sessions. All participants were given at least 20 minutes to acclimatize with the environment and get their respective body temperatures steadily set.
In order to ensure high quality of visual-spectrum and thermal infrared images, the image acquisition process was monitored and the acquired images were carefully analyzed.
Participants' visible and corresponding thermal infrared images were simultaneously recorded. Images with neutral faces were recorded before each participant was made to experience an affective state. Images were assessed for quality and, when needed, imaging was repeated for developing a set of good quality images (clearly exhibiting the desired affective state and arousal level). Fig. 1 shows how facial skin temperature varies with a change in affective state and affect arousal level. A participant's neutral face (top), medium happy face (middle) and very happy face (bottom) are shown in Fig. 1 . It is obvious that facial skin temperatures, as measured along orbicularis oculi (eyes), change with a change in affective state and arousal level.
Affect Arousal Assessment
Images in our thermal image database were analyzed for estimating the arousal levels, evident in them. The affect arousal levels were determined on the basis of observed variations in visual signs [18] , [27] . For this investigation, visual-signs-supported criteria were developed and used to assess arousal levels (as evident) in participants' visual images (photographs). The rules, norms and guidelines of 'affect perception' from facial expression images were derived from the wider literature on affective science [3] , [18] , [26] , [27] , [59] , [60] , [61] , [62] , [63] . In particular, the 'crude-review' approach [27] was followed to develop the assessment criteria. Three trained and experienced human assessors were asked to analyze visual-signs through judgment of facial features' appearance, interplay of the facial features, head movement, body movement and the interplay of head and body movements in participants' photographs. The developed criteria is reported in Table 1 . Using this criteria participants' affective experiences were categorized into: high arousal level, medium arousal level and mild arousal level. In order to evaluate intensity of affect arousal as evident in the images, first the visible-spectrum images were examined and ranked. From these ranked images, the ones that provided the most reliable representation of affective state were used to determine the level of affect arousal. The corresponding thermal infrared images of high-ranking visible images were used to analyze how variations in affective states would correspond to the facial thermal variations along the facial muscles. This ensured selecting the most realistic images of facial expressions.
Our assessment of arousal level is rooted in Russell's circumplex model [64] . Using a modified version of Russell's model, shown in Fig. 2 , the arousal level in an image could be classified as very obvious (VO), Medium obvious (Med-O) and Mildly obvious (Mild-O) in the backdrop of a low to high presence of valance (LV to HV). The medium obvious (Med-O) case served as the baseline in expression classification. Such modifications in Russell's model have also been employed in [55] , [65] . Table 1 shows how the developed affect assessment criteria would help in concluding high level of happiness arousal in a participant.
Through application of the assessment criteria, thermal variations pertaining to arousal levels of happy and sad affective states were earmarked. This resulted in selection of the facial thermal images containing: neutral; evoked very happy; evoked medium-happy; evoked mildly happy; evoked very sad; evoked medium-sad and; evoked mildly sad expressions, used for analyses in this work. The employed assessment criteria ensured approaching the facial expression recognition in a systematic way and avoiding any selfreported assessments of affect and arousal level.
COMPUTATIONAL METHODOLOGY
Building upon the previous works, we employed a self-justifying approach to recognition and avoided binary-classification method. We opt to partition a multi-affect and multiarousal level discriminant space is into affect clusters. The proximity of a test face (a test-image feature-vector) to a cluster centroid is used to allocate the test face to a particular affect-cluster. The affect arousal assessment is carried out in a smaller mixture space constructed with the available distributions of participants' thermal faces representing only the recognized affective state. The distance between a test face and a pre-defined level of affect arousal is used to label the test face as showing high, medium or mild level of (recognized affect) arousal. Thus, in our proposed schema shown in Fig. 3 , the affective state is identified before assessing the arousal level. Our employed computational method is based on several (affect and expression) classification algorithms used in previous works. For example, in [98] , Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) were applied in two steps. First the face image (original vector space) was projected to a face subspace using PCA. Then, LDA was used to implement a linear classifier. The PCA and LDA combination improved the generalization ability of classifier trained only on a few samples of each class. In several other relevant works, stepwise classification is used when limited yet high-dimensional temporal data are available. The feature space dimensions are reduced first to discover most influential directions of data variance. A best set of discriminating PCs is discovered then. An appropriate criterion function such as minimum error rate or maximum class separation is employed in the second step. Use of a threshold value (for maximizing the inertia) for selecting the classifier-training features is avoided. In the final step, the best discriminating features are projected in a compact yet optimal feature space [66] , [75] , [90] , [91] , [92] , [93] , [94] , and [95] . A stepwise classification approach results in a robust, model-based classifier for temporal, high-dimension data [75] . We detail the employed algorithmic approach below.
Step-1: Recognition of Affective States
Transient thermal features can be detected from within a series of thermal images sampled at an appropriate rate [58] . Time-series thermal images are first registered, then, the temperature variations in the regions of interest are estimated by subtracting the registered images [43] , [54] , [57] , [58] . The observed temperature variations in the regions of interest represent temporal changes in the facial thermal distribution. However, such thermal variation detection approaches cannot guarantee statistical aptness of the data for invoking multivariate analyses and relevant statistical. It is necessary to avoid a high correlation between the facial thermal measurements and discover the maximum between-facial-expression variance. We needed an appropriate feature extraction approach for discovering thermal variance in the image data.
For image analysis, the facial locations going through the transient thermal changes were the regions of interest (ROI). The ROI were expected to appear along the major facial muscles. The ROI were identified for discovering the temporal thermal variations and testing the measured data for statistical aptness. For discovering the ROI, thermal infrared images were first divided in 16 square segments of 36 Â 36 pixels (along the facial muscles). The maximum Thermal Intensity Values (TIVs) in each of the 16 square regions of interest were recorded and tested for (possessing) Correlation min and Variance max .
After this normative study, thermal images were repeatedly divided into increasing numbers of square segments along the major facial muscles. We progressively analysed 16, 32 and then 64 square segments of 25 Â 25 pixels. Fig. 4 shows locations of 16, 32 and 64 square segments on a facial thermal map. Each set of resulting TIV data were analysed for correlation and variance. Some sets of the TIVs recorded in the square segments of the individual thermal infrared images showed significant differences in the thermal intensity values compared with the others.
The process was repeated until all locations experiencing significant thermal variations (and possessing the required statistical characteristics) were discovered. Through much iteration, we eventually noticed that 75 physical sites, along the major facial muscles, would experience significant thermal variations with a change in affect/ arousal level. We refer to them as Facial Thermal Feature Points (FTFPs). The TIV data gathered from these 75 FTFPs, each a square segment of 16 Â 16 pixels, also met the conditions of Correlation min and Variance max [48] , [49] , [50] , [53] . Fig. 5 shows these 75 FTFPs on a neutral human face, exhibits a muscular map of a human face, and portrays the geometric profile of the FTFPs. The 75 sites shown in Fig. 5 showed near consistent and significant variation in the TIV's measured in male and female participants' thermal images. These temperature measurements were used to discover affect-induced changes in facial skin temperature. One participant's visual and thermal faces with various facial expressions are shown in Fig. 6 . PCA was invoked on the facial thermal variation data for dimension reduction [48] , [49] , [68] , [69] , [70] .
We regarded each facial thermal image as a p-dimensional random facial thermal vector x. The acquired image database had n thermal image vectors; x i ; ði ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; nÞ. Each x had p components (coming from the TIV measurements) as x i ¼ ½x i1 ; x i2 . . . ; x ip T . The TIV data were standardized and a learning set, drawn as G 0 ¼ ½x 1 jx 2 j . . . jx n , contained n number of p-dimensional facial thermal vectors. Using a conventional approach, the mean facial thermal vector x of the learning set was obtained as:
Having x, the mean facial thermal vector x was subtracted from each facial thermal vector x (present in the data set) to find its differencex i from x as
This way of offsetting would shape the learning set as a p Â n matrix G ¼ ½x 1 jx 2 j . . . jx n . The p Â p sized covariance matrix C of the learning set was obtained as
Being symmetric and positive-definite, the covariance matrix, was reduced to the form
Here, H l is the linear transformation matrix. It is an orthogonal non-zero eigenvector matrix of C made up of columns of eigenvectors as
The matrix D is the diagonal eigenvalue matrix of H l of the form,
The eigenvalues are arranged in a descending order as
The eigenvectors y i ½i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; p, also referred to as eigenfaces in the literature, contain all important features required for pattern classification purposes. The ordering of eigenvectors of D shows the direction of the largest variance in the data. By rating the PCs (eigenvectors) for affect discrimination power and removing the less discriminating eigenvalues ( s ) from D, together with the corresponding columns from the transformation matrix H l , suitable data reduction is achieved. This reduction results in a smaller thermal feature space that is spanned by only M eigenfaces (M ( p). The reduction process used for optimal thermal feature selection is outlined later.
The learning set G is pre-classified so it is easy to group together the facial thermal feature vectors into g number of facial expression clusters. Thus, the data set G could be regarded as a disjoint union of g facial expression groups as,
By this arrangement n j samples of a face with expression j are included in the group G j . Hence the statistical model of the data set G could be assumed to take the following form:
j p; 1 j g; 1 k njÞ: (8) In Equation (8),x ijk is the ith observation of a face expressing affective state j and is the kth such face with this expression, m i is the mean value of all observations at point i, t ij represents the offset of the center of the jth cluster from m i and e ijk is a residual that is minimized while estimating the other model parameters from the data set.
Optimal Thermal Feature Selection
In order to use a set of optimal thermal features, a subset of M best discriminating (most influential) PCs from within were generalized to square matrices. For such an E, the Fisher ratio, F (E) , can be defined as the ratio of determinants S l B , and S l W of these variance matrices. Thus, the optimized subspace that our procedure seeks out can be expressed as
The space E in equation (9) varies over all possible spans of two, three or more PCs, and M is the argument of function F (E) that corresponds to its the maximum value. Since first 23 eigenvectors had 99.7 percent of variation in the data, it was appropriate to select a corresponding value of M. Finding influential PCs using Fisher's criterion is an established and well-tested approach that was used in several similar studies [73] , [74] , [75] , [84] . The influential component selection algorithm is described in Fig. 7 .
Classification for Affect Recognition
The use of LDA on the PCs of training data has been successful in many complex classification scenarios [68] , [69] , [98] . A linear discriminant is a hyperplane that optimally separates a cluster of the training sample from the rest of the sample [66] . With J affect clusters, the resulting J hyperplanes partition the observation space into 2 J regions bounded by hyperplanes, of which J contain only one cluster center, J C 2 contain 2 centers, J C 3 contain 3, and so on. A new thermal image vector can be 'classified' by assigning it to one region, but if the region contains several centers the classification is ambiguous.
To resolve ambiguities, we associated each center with the 'inter' and 'intra' personal facial thermal variances about it. These are caused by the combined effect of an affective state and arousal level. Then, we calculate the within-cluster variance matrix and apply a well-known similarity criterion to discover which center was most similar to the new thermal image vector of various similarity measures. We use the distance, defined in terms of the pooled within-cluster variance matrix W of a training sample. If the x-x j is the vector joining a new image vector to the center of cluster j, then the Euclidean length jjðx À x j ÞW À1 jj defines the distance from x to cluster j. Hence, the nearest cluster to x in a region (that might contain several cluster centers) is determined by estimating arg min j fkðx À x i ÞW À1 kg. This process of developing discriminant rules in a classification problem has a long history [67] , [73] . We implemented it as a critical foil to our optimized subspace method, operating in a subspace spanned by the optimal PCs of training samples that contribute more than 1 percent to total variance measured by the trace of D and used it as a check on our construction of an optimized subspace [48] , [49] .
Step-2: Affect-Arousal Level Assessment
Classifying affect arousal is a more challenging task than affect classification for separating intrinsic from extrinsic features is difficult and can be computationally expensive. However, as evident from the reported results, a reduced feature space (to the three arousal levels of an affective state) would help in arousal level assessment. We first allocate an affective state to a test face in step-1. The optimal thermal feature vector of a test face is then taken to a smaller, single-affect, three-arousal-level feature space for assessing arousal level. This smaller feature space is constructed by the optimal facial thermal feature vectors derived from the thermal images of high, medium and mild expressions of the affective state, identified in step-1. The smaller feature space effectively incorporates within-affect arousal-class and between-affect arousal-class facial thermal variations. Hence, step-2 of our pattern recognition schema can handle both intrinsic and extrinsic aspects of affectinduced facial thermal variations.
Step-2 of our schema begins by dividing the identified single-affect space into a-clusters of affect arousal levels a ¼ [1(high), 2 (medium), 3 (mild)]. Each a-cluster centroid m a is computed. An initial arousal cluster is then randomly assigned to the test optimal feature vector ðz t Þ, whose arousal level is to be assessed. The optimal feature vector ðz t Þ to be tested, is projected to the next arousal level cluster space spanned by all of the optimal features such that W n ¼ bỹ 1 ;ỹ 2 ; . . . ;ỹ n c. The arousal assessment error, " 0 is then calculated as:
Using the minimum arousal assessment error ð" 0 Þ, the test vector ðz t Þ is assigned to a new cluster. The assignment error minimizing process is terminated when no smaller " 0 is found. Hence, the distance between a test optimal feature vector and the centroids of arousal-level clusters determines the most plausible arousal-level cluster to which a test face vector belongs [76] , [77] , [78] .
This approach guarantees inclusion of all 'between and within class thermal variations belonging to a particular affective state' during arousal level assessment. Our smaller mixture model comprises of a single affect related multiple subspaces (of arousal levels). The mixture therefore includes maximum possible facial thermal variations observed during the expression of different arousal levels of a single affect. Also, instead of using some statistical distance, we use the distance between the optimal feature vectors and the centroids of arousal levels for affect assessment. Hence, we effectively incorporate all facial thermal variations measured on FTFPs that contribute to the facial thermal expression of an affect and arousal level. Our results confirm this [76] , [77] , [78] . The employed computational approach is illustrated in Fig. 8 .
Computational Method's Efficacy Evaluation
In order to test the efficacy of the proposed classification method, we invoked this algorithm on a publicly available IRIS Thermal/Visible Face Database (IEEE OTCBVS Benchmark). The IRIS database [96] contains high quality, 8-bit grey-scale JPEG thermal infrared images. The IEEE OTCBVS images do not contain any thermal data but provide pixel grey-level information. We invoked our algorithm on the IEEE OTCBVS images hoping that affectinduced facial skin temperature variations would cause pixel grey-level changes and would lead to cluster-analytic classification of the affective states.
We also compared our IEEE OTCBVS images classification results with the classification results reported in another well-cited work [99] . The results and comparisons are reported in Section 8.
Since the proposed algorithm was designed to classify thermal information carrying frontal facial images, we were unable to test its performance in classifying the benchmarked visible spectrum images like those included in [100] .
FACIAL HaeMODYNAMIC THERMAL RESPONSE TO AFFECTIVE STATES AND AROUSAL LEVELS
We examined how Facial Haemodynamic and Thermal Features (FHTFs) change with a change in either affective state or affect arousal level. Figs. 1 and 6 have earlier shown how facial skin temperature varies with expression of affects and with associated arousal levels. Fig. 9 shows registration of an image with very happy facial expression to the corresponding neutral image. Fig. 10 shows a difference image obtained by subtracting the images of neutral and very happy expressions (registered in Fig. 9 ). In our database of male and female participants, the very happy facial expression would cause noticeable thermal variations along frontalis, orbicularis oculi, compressor naris, levator labii superioris alaque nasi, depressor anguli oris and orbicularis oris. These variations were found to be consistent in the acquired images. Noticeable (but smaller in magnitude) thermal variations were also observed along zygomaticus major, a well-established muscle of joy and happy expression. Probably, muscular movements and associated variations in blood volume flow caused the observed thermal variations along frontalis [48] , [49] , [53] . In the acquired images, some thermal variations were also observed along mentalis or 'pouting muscle' during the expression of very happy state. However, in our database, variations along mentalis were inconsistent in appearance, location and magnitude. Probably, participants' facial anatomy and physiognomy contributed to these inconsistencies. Fig. 11 shows a difference image obtained by subtracting the image of medium happy expression from the neutral expression image. Locations of the facial muscles, engendering significant thermal variations, are shown in Fig. 11 . In the difference image of the same individual obtained by subtracting the image of mildly happy expression from the neutral expression image, neither frontalis nor orbicularis oculi experienced any significant thermal variations.
Through comparing participants' images with neutral and high, medium and mild facial expressions of affects, a reasonably consistent thermal response pattern was deduced from the observed TIVs.
Quantitative Measurement of Facial Thermal Variations
A number of statistical tests were invoked on measurements of thermal intensity values recorded along the major facial muscles. The acquired data had normal (Gaussian) distribution. Homogeneity of variance and sphericity were also observed in the data. The mean TIVs for three facial muscles; zygomaticus major, risorious and orbicularis oculi, were selected for preliminary analysis and comparison across the expressions of affective states. Figs. 12 and 13 report the observed facial thermal variations in the muscles of upper and lower face, respectively. The five facial muscles included in our analyses of upper face, showed different thermal intensity patterns across the facial expressions. A '7expressions Â 5muscles' ANOVA resulted in an overall difference in temperature variations along these facial muscles across the expressions (F¼3.65, p¼0.02). A significant interaction effect (F¼30.35, p<¼0.004), indicated that the variations in thermal intensity values measured along the major facial muscles had different magnitudes. Similar statistical results were also reported in [30] . In the following analysis, thermal intensity values were examined and compared for exploring the facial thermal response patterns under the influence of various affective states. In some previous works, orbicularis oris triangularis, depressor labii inferioris, frontalis pars medialis and orbicularis oculi pars lateralis experienced noticeable thermal variations during the involuntary expression of emotive states. However, during the voluntary expressions of the same affects, comparatively less magnitudes of thermal variations are observed [30] , [48] , [49] , [50] , [52] , [79] . When images in our dataset were compared with other datasets [48] , [49] , [50] , [52] , [79] , risorius experienced lower thermal variations during the voluntary expression of positive affects than what was experienced during involuntary expression of the same affects. Increased thermal variations were also observed during the voluntary expression of negative and positive emotive states along frontalis pars lateralis.
An earlier analysis [52] showed that the two well-recognized muscles of disgust; lavatory labii superioris and orbicularis oculi experienced higher thermal variations when disgust was expressed. The two muscles experienced much lower thermal variations under the influence of other emotive states (Fig. 14) . The thermal variations observed on corrugator under the influence of disgust were much higher than the thermal variations observed under the influence of sadness and happiness. The temperature measurements reported in this paper and in previous works [48] , [49] , [50] , [52] , [79] made it obvious that involuntary expressions of emotive states would cause varying facial thermal variations along the major facial muscles. The facial thermal response patterns evident in Figs. 12 and 13 also suggested that the nature and intensity of affect experience would also influence the facial thermal response patterns.
RESULTS
Facial expressions of positive emotional experiences were found to cause significant (measurable) thermal variations along major facial muscles; zygomaticus major, orbicularis oris, mentalis, and platysma [80] , [81] , [82] . In previous studies, facial expression of negative emotional experiences would cause deformations and musculo-thermal variations along corrugator, masseter, triangularis, orbicularis oculi palpabraeous, platysma, and bucccinator. Studies have also found that orbicularis is engaged in facial expression of both; positive and negative emotional experiences [80] , [81] , [82] . Our results were consistent with previous findings. In our dataset, the observed facial thermal variations would cause varying degrees of thermo-muscular activities along the facial muscles. The results show how the skin temperature would vary under the influence of positive and negative affects at various locations along the facial muscles. Table 2 shows the affect-classification matrix. It highlights that the neutral emotive condition and expressions of happiness and sadness can be separated in a three-affect, multi-arousal-level classification space. Table 3 shows arousal level can be identified after recognition of a single affect. As obvious in Table 3 , classification of arousal levels of a single affect into high, medium and mild was quite successful. Arousal classification results suggest that our classifier was more successful in distinguishing between the arousal levels of happiness as compared to those of sadness.
Overall, these preliminary results suggest that measurements of facial thermal variations can help in recognizing affective states and affect arousal levels.
Comparison with Other Systems
Visual-sign based affect and arousal assessment methods have shown a wide range of successes. For example, in [36] classification success of a classifier varied between 62.5 percent (for expression of disgust) to 100 percent (for expressions of anger and surprise). Around 96 percent of the happy and sad facial expressions were correctly classified. The expression of fear was also classified with 76 percent accuracy [36] .
In [31] , the frontal brain EEG (electroencephalogram) signals were used to assess the effectiveness of emotion elicitation. The reported classification success varied between 75.0 and 93.3 percent for one individual and between 45.6 and 61.3 percent for another individual. It could be concluded that within-group and between-group variances had a major effect on the classification results.
Our classification results, reported in Tables 2 and 3 , varied between 68.4-84.2 percent for affect recognition and between 57.9-84.2 percent for arousal level assessment. As was the case with visual-sign based and EEG-supported affect classifiers, our thermal data had some built-in within and between group variances. Despite that, our classification schema was able to produce promising affect and arousal classification results. These results are comparable with those obtained using other visual and psychophysiological cues. Overall, these results show that non-contact-based facial skin temperature measurements can provide psychophysiological bases for affect and arousal level recognition.
In order to test the efficacy of our employed classification algorithm, we invoked it on 10 individuals' images from the IEEE OTCBVS Benchmark dataset of neutral, happy and angry expressions. The confusion matrix in Table 4 shows that our algorithmic approach was able to successfully classify more than 96 percent images showing different affective states. The IEEE OTCBVS dataset images were also classified in [99] and excellent results were observed; 70 percent of happy facial expression images and 84 percent of angry facial expression images were correctly classified. Our algorithm, as shown in Table 4 , was able to correctly classify 100 percent happy and 90 percent angry facial expression images. In [99] , 16 percent of angry facial expression images were interpreted as happy expressions. Our algorithm, confused only 10 percent angry expression images with happy expression images. Though a direct comparison between the two algorithms looks infeasible, our algorithmic approach was able to do a little better than the one employed in [99] .
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
These results highlight that: (1) It is possible to use thermal infrared imaging in automated affect recognition and dynamic affect-arousal assessment; (2) Affect induced facial thermal variations may help in determining the specificity and extent of discrete negative and positive affective states and affective experiences; (3) The employed human information and algorithmic approach may help in overcoming some of the problems associated with dynamic assessment of affect-arousal level, reported in Section 2. The proposed approach, requiring non-contact-based facial thermal variation measurement, can meet any stringent ethical framework. It relies on a harmless psychophysiological signal that is also used in medical diagnostic procedures.
The proposed thermal data measurement protocols can be repeated and are less likely to influence human affective responding patterns.
The proposed approach provides a set of data acquisition, processing and analyses methods that can be applied in a variety of real life situations. Thus the process of dynamic affect and arousal assessment can be standardized. The proposed approach may also be extended for examining affect latency, rise time and affect duration through careful examination of thermal infrared video clips.
The visual-sign-supported assessment criteria proposed for identifying affect arousal can be validated and standardized. The proposed affect-arousal assessment criteria can also be used for vision supported affect arousal-level assessment in a variety of situations.
The empirical data presented in this work provides a detailed and comprehensive account of how emotive states would cause variations in facial skin temperature along the major muscles. The reported data corroborates with a number of data presented in earlier studies.
Certain techniques, such as image enhancement, feature extraction; selection and image classification are essential in performing image analyses and pattern classification. Some improvements to these techniques, as this work demonstrates, can allow localizing and detecting facial thermal changes and ascertaining the nature of affective experiences.
The pattern analysis approach used in step-1 was developed to include both: affective state related within and between-group thermal variations; and arousal related within and between group thermal variations. The idea was to train the classifier for dealing with uncertainties caused by affective state and affect-arousal. Thus a complex and larger discrimination space was included in the classification. Our results demonstrated that the classifier would attain an acceptable classification rate without compromising the degree of recognition accuracy.
The classification approach in step-2 was conservative. A smaller mixture model of arousal levels of a single affective state was employed for arousal assessment. Since arousal induced "within and between" group thermal variations were used in the mixture, a very good level of arousal level assessment was observed. This conservative approach enabled judging the arousal levels using measurements of a single physiological cue. For the future, it would be helpful to look at arousal effects from a more temporal point of view instead of the three-level exploratory approach used here. There exist appropriate methods in multivariate timeseries analysis to look at the evolution of affect intensity; for example autocorrelation of time-sampled responses at suitable sampling rates.
In order to classify the facial thermal data as affect/ arousal classes, several well-established algorithmic methods were considered for designing a classifier. The employed 2-stage affect and arousal classification schema is a modified version of methods widely used in model-based pattern classification. The 2-stage classification schema resulted in a computationally efficient system; had a swift flow of execution; was helpful in reducing the data dimensions; and enabled reducing the built-in data biases and noise.
In our view, this first exploratory study indicates that affect assessment in the infrared spectrum offers great application promise -forensic and security-related in the detection of dissimulation by suspect individuals. Perhaps, the greatest promise lies in human interaction with IR sensory robots. A robot, aware of the fact that its behavior or gestures were causing concern in a human interlocutor could embody new concepts in artificial affective intelligence.
Limitations
The thermal images for this work were acquired in a highly controlled and comfortable building environment. All the participants in reported experiments were young and healthy students. In the future, it would be beneficial to include a larger number of people with broader range of ethnic and cultural backgrounds, skin colors and health conditions.
Our proposed approach won't allow easy and quick separation between the history-extrinsic and stimulus-intrinsic elements of affective states. It should be noted that almost all prevailing methods of affect/arousal assessment suffer from this inability to distinguish between the extrinsic and intrinsic elements of emotive experiences. 
